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Abstract
Prediction of protein-protein interaction sites in a protein structure provides important information for
elucidating the mechanism of protein function and can also be useful in guiding a modeling or design
procedures of protein complex structures. Since prediction methods essentially assess the propensity of
amino acids that are likely to be part of a protein docking interface, they can help in designing proteinprotein interactions. Here, we introduce BindML and BindMLþ protein-protein interaction sites prediction methods. BindML predicts protein-protein interaction sites by identifying mutation patterns found in
known protein-protein complexes using phylogenetic substitution models. BindMLþ is an extension of
BindML for distinguishing permanent and transient types of protein-protein interaction sites. We developed an interactive web-server that provides a convenient interface to assist in structural visualization of
protein-protein interactions site predictions. The input data for the web-server are a tertiary structure of
interest. BindML and BindMLþ are available at http://kiharalab.org/bindml/ and http://kiharalab.org/
bindml/plus/.
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Introduction
Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are critical for mediating many
biological functions in the cell. The plethora of knowledge divulged
by the complexity of new PPI networks are continuing to be
unraveled [1, 2] and tertiary structures of protein complexes
are progressively determined and accumulated in databases [3].
However, the rapid accumulation and availability of sequence and
structural data for individual proteins makes computational prediction of PPIs, including protein docking structure prediction [4]
and prediction of PPI sites [5–7], invaluable for investigating a
large number of interacting proteins that do not have solved structures of complexes. PPI site prediction is useful in guiding protein
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docking prediction [8] and for artificially designing of proteinprotein interfaces [9].
We have previously developed BindML (Binding site prediction
by Maximum Likelihood), a method to predict protein-protein
interaction sites using phylogenetic substitution models [10].
BindML takes a protein structure and multiple sequence alignment
(MSA) information to predict protein-protein interaction sites of a
given protein surface. Protein-protein interaction site is predicted
based on amino acid substitutions observed at a local region around
a surface amino acid in question. Through a large performance
benchmark, we demonstrated that BindML performed favorably
against other existing methods.
Furthermore, we developed an extended framework named
BindMLþ [11], which utilizes mutation patterns specific for permanent and transient interaction sites to distinguish these two
types. Proteins interact with each other with different affinities for
specific functional reasons. Some protein pairs, for example oligomeric enzyme complex structures, interact tightly and permanently,
while other proteins that are involved in signaling pathways have a
mechanism for dissociation after binding, which helps to regulate
protein activity at specific times (transient interaction). Distinguishing between the two interaction types provides clues for functions
of interacting proteins and has important implications for furthering the understanding of the functional diversity exhibited in PPI
networks. Being able to distinguish permanent and transient interaction will be the basis for controlling interaction affinity of designing protein interactions.
BindML and BindMLþ are unique in that they use solely
interaction site specific mutation patterns, i.e., evolutionary information, in comparison with existing methods that consider features
of amino acids, including physicochemical properties [12–15],
geometric features of surface shape [15, 16]. Our methods are
also unique among methods that use a MSA of a query protein to
identify structurally or functionally important regions, because
most of such methods are based on the traditional principle that
important regions of a protein are conserved in its MSA. BindML
and BindMLþ use mutation patterns observed in a MSA, i.e.,
regions in a MSA which do not exhibit apparent conservation and
identify hidden structures of mutation events in protein sequences.
In this sense, BindML and BindMLþ are in common in their
philosophy with correlated mutation analyses, which are used for
predicting physically contacting residues [17–19] or functional
residues [20] in proteins.
In this chapter, we present a web-based graphical user interface
for BindML and BindMLþ that assists in the prediction and structural visualization of protein-protein interactions sites. The web
server provides convenient interactive tools to help identify
protein-protein interaction site predictions and to intuitively locate
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and associate top scoring predictions to an evaluated protein
structure. BindML and BindMLþ are freely available online as
interactive web servers at http://kiharalab.org/bindml/ and
http://kiharalab.org/bindml/plus/.

2

Algorithms
In this section, we briefly explain the essence of the BindML [10]
and BindMLþ [11] algorithms. For more details, please refer to the
original papers.

2.1 BindML
Algorithm

A structure of the target protein in the PDB format and
corresponding MSA of its family including the target sequence
are taken as the input for the BindML algorithm (Fig. 1). The
main BindML algorithm starts with generating patches on the
protein surface. For each surface residue, a patch is defined as
neighboring residues within a 15.0 Å radius sphere. The β-carbon

Fig. 1 The steps of the BindML algorithm
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of a given amino acid (α-carbon is used for glycine) is selected as
the representative point when computing the distance between
amino acids. For a patch, all corresponding residues in MSA are
concatenated together. The essence of the BindML algorithm is to
concatenate surface amino acid residues in a surface patch into a
“mini-”MSA (a patch MSA) and judge whether the patch MSA is
more likely to occur at protein binding interface or not. A modified
version of the PHYML (ver. 2.4.5) program [21] computes the
likelihood that a patch MSA comes from protein binding interface
(PBI) and non-protein binding interface (NPBI) by constructing
phylogenetic trees using amino acid similarity matrices computed
for residues at PBI and NPBI, respectively. More concretely,
PHYML computes the likelihood of having the input patch MSA
following the PBI amino acid similarity matrix (Eq. 1) or NPBI
amino acid similarity matrix (Eq. 2) given the initial tree topology.
Finally, the difference of the likelihood under PBI and NPBI models provides a score used to predict PPI sites (Eq. 3). For a patch
MSA, Pi, which has residue i at the center,


ð1Þ
L NPBI ¼ log Prob P i , T iNPBI M NPBI


L PBI ¼ log Prob P i , T PBI
M PBI
i

ð2Þ

dL ¼ L NPBI  L PBI

ð3Þ

where MNPBI and MPBI are the amino acid similarity matrices of
NPBI and PBI, respectively, and TiNPBI and TiPBI are tree generated
with MNPBI and MPBI, respectively, for the input patch MSA. The
distance likelihood (dL) score is the difference between the log
likelihood of the patch MSA being NPBI and PBI. Once all dL
scores are calculated, these scores are recast into Z-scores and
mapped to corresponding residues. Lower negative scores indicate
higher likelihood of PBI mutation patterns, while higher scores
show a smaller likelihood.
2.2 BindMLþ
Algorithm

BindMLþ is an extension of BindML, which further predicts
whether a predicted PBI site in a query protein performs permanent
or transient interaction (Fig. 2). The first step of BindMLþ is to
predict PBI in the protein surface using BindML as described in the
previous section. Then, in the subsequent step, the identified PBI
site is classified into either permanent or transient interface. In the
first step, once dL scores (Eq. 3) for all surface patches are calculated,
these scores are recast into Z-scores and a threshold (0 is used for the
website) is placed. A lower (negative) Z-score indicates larger likelihood of PBI mutation patterns. In BindMLþ, any center residue of a
patch with a score that is equal to or smaller than the given threshold
value is included in a PBI site for the subsequent step.
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Fig. 2 The steps of BindMLþ algorithm

Next, each predicted PBI residue is classified into either permanent or transient, using an amino acid substitution matrix computed from MSAs observed at permanent interaction sites (PERM)
and another matrix computed from MSAs at transient interaction
sites (TRAN). These two matrices capture characteristic amino acid
substitution patterns at permanent and transient interaction sites,
respectively. Using these two matrices, similar to Eq. 2, the likelihood that each patch-MSA centered at residue i in a predicted PBI
site is from permanent or transient interface (LPERM(i) and
LTRAN(i)) is computed, respectively, and the difference between
LPERM(i) and LTRAN(i) score, which is named the interface type
likelihood (tL) score, is computed:
tLði Þ ¼ L PERM ði Þ  L TRAN ði Þ

ð4Þ

For a residue with a tL Z-score above zero it is more likely to be
permanent, whereas a lower value below zero suggests that it is
more likely to be transient.
Then, BindMLþ will discriminate the interaction type of the
query protein into either the permanent or the transient type using
a logistic regression model (LRM). LRM is a binary classifier that
tries to fit a set of features using a logit function. Features used in
the LRM are based on the tL score and additional related scores of
residues at the predicted PBI site. For the details, please refer to the
original paper [11].
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Input and Output of the Servers
Input Data

Both BindML and BindMLþ need four input data to execute.
Figure 3 shows the screen capture of the input windows at the
top page of BindML.
1. User’s email address: An email address is needed for receiving
notifications when a submission is processed and completed. An
email with the result page URL will be sent to this address.
2. A target PDB file: A query of BindML/BindMLþ is a protein
tertiary structure in the PDB format. The PDB file can contain
chains that are not the target of binding site prediction because
in the next step the chain ID of the target will be specified.
3. Specify a chain ID: users need to specify the chain ID in the PDB
file. If there are no chain IDs in your PDB, put the underscore
“_” instead.
4. Upload a MSA file: This is an optional input to use when users
want to use their own MSA. A MSA file to upload must be in the
FASTA format and the query PDB sequence is needed to be
included in the MSA. Example input files are provided at the
bottom of the submission page. If the MSA filed is left empty,
the server will execute a search against the Pfam database [22].
Two Pfam databases will be searched. First, Pfam-A will be
searched and Pfam-B will only be searched when Pfam-A does
not return a match to the query protein sequence. If neither of
them matches, an HMMER search [23] will be used to include
weak matches from the Pfam database. Finally, the server automatically generates the MSA with the MUSCLE multiple
sequence alignment program [24] using the full-length
sequences of proteins included in the retrieved Pfam profile.

Fig. 3 Input data submission window for BindML
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3.2 Output Page
with Case Studies

After a submission, an email will be sent to the user when the
computation is completed, which includes a link to the result
page of the query. Computatation takes typically a few minutes
but can take longer depending mainly on the size (length) of the
query protein and the number of sequences in the MSA of the
query. Below we explain how the results are presented.

3.2.1 BindML Output
Page

The interactive BindML result page consists of an integrative
structural-level view and a residue-level table with associated prediction scores (Fig. 4). The left panel shows the query protein
structure with the JSmol structure viewer (http://wiki.jmol.org/
index.php/Jmol_Javascript_Object), where residues are colored
based on the Z-score of the dL score (Eq. 3). The color ranges
from red to blue, where red indicates strong predictions of binding
site residues while blue represents residues predicted to be at nonprotein binding surface. To visualize prediction, the dL Z-score of
each residue is written at the B-factor column in the PDB file of the
query protein, and JSmol colors residues by reading the dL Z-score
as B-factor values. The modified PDB file can be downloaded. The
last line of the structure panel shows the MSA found for the query
protein in the Pfam database. The structure can be rotated and
zoomed in/out. All options of different visualization offered by
JSmol are available by right click on the structure panel.

Fig. 4 Example of result page of BindML. PDB entry, 4MDH chain A was used
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The right panel shows the detailed list of prediction scores for
each residue. Only surface residues are listed. The third row, the dL
score, corresponds to Eq. 3, and the final prediction is determined
using the dL Z-score. Predicted protein binding site residues, i.e.,
residues that have negative dL Z-scores, are highlighted in gray, and
those with a high confident score, i.e., dL Z-score < 2.0, are
colored in red. Amino acid residues in the first row can be clicked
and mapped on the left panel with a volume representation.
The example shown in Fig. 4 is the prediction computed for
cytoplasmic malate dehydrogenase, A-chain (PDB code: 4MDH).
The structure panel visualizes structures of a complex of chains A
and B that are contained in the PDB file, but the prediction was
computed only for chain A, the colored chain on the right-hand
side, without considering the docking conformation with chain B.
Apparently, the prediction captures protein binding interface residues of chain A very well with high confidence (red) and surface
residues that are not involved in interaction are correctly captured
(blue). The area under the curve (AUC) value of this prediction is
0.826. In the left panel, TYR17 is shown in a volume representation,
which was invoked by clicking the residue in the table. The MSA
used for this prediction is a Pfam entry, PF02866, as indicated at the
bottom of the left panel. The match of the query to the Pfam entry is
significant with a very low E-value of 2.0  1050. The entry ID is
linked to its Pfam page where users can retrieve sequences in the
MSA and related information. PF02866 is a MSA for lactate/malate
dehydrogenase, alpha/beta C-terminal domain, which agrees with
the name of the query protein.
3.2.2 BindMLþ Output
Page

The BindMLþ result page essentially shares the same layout with
the BindML result page (Fig. 5). The additional information

Fig. 5 Example of BindMLþ prediction
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predicted by BindMLþ, prediction of permanent or transient interactions, is shown in the two more rows (tL score and tL Z-scores) in
the right-hand side table. As described in Subheading 2.2, predicted interface resisdues are classified into either permanent or
transent types by their tL Z-scores. Residues with tL Z-scores
greater than or equal to zero correpond to permanent binding
site predictions, while tL Z-scores below zero represent transient
binding site predictions. In the table, predicted protein binding site
residues, which have negative dL Z-score values, are shown in gray
columns. When the binding site predictions are confident (dL
Z-score < 2.0), letters in the colums are colored in the same
way as the BindML output page. Classification of permanent and
transient interactions for residues at predicted binding sites (i.e.,
those highlighted in gray columns) is colored with red or blue, for
permanent or transient interactions, respectively.
The top of the BindMLþ result page shows the overall prediction of interaction types, either permanent or transient with a
confidence score. Note that this overall classification of interaction
is computed using information of predicted interaction types of
individual residues thus, it is possible that individual residues have
different predicted types than the overall interaction type. The
overall classification has a score that ranges from 0.0 to 1.0 with
1.0 being the highest confidence. This score is based on the output
of the logistic regression used in the interaction type classification.
In a BindMLþ page, the structural view on the left of the page
visualizes predicted interaction types of individual residues in colors, permanent (red) to transient (blue), according to the tL
Z-score in the table. The source of the visualized structure in the
PDB format, which can be downloaded, has the predicted binding
interface scores (dL Z-scores) mapped to the B-Factors and the
interaction type score, tL Z-scores, mapped to the occupancy field.
The protein used as an example in Fig. 5 is staphostatinstaphopain complex (PDB ID: 1pxv). This protein has a permanent
interaction. BindMLþ correctly predicted its interaction type as
permanent with a score of 0.274. The structure panel in Fig. 4
shows binding interface residues of staphostatin (chain on the left)
to its inhibitor, staphopain (smaller gray structure on the right side
of the complex), are almost all predicted to have permanent interaction (red), while the opposite side of the residues is predicted to
have transient interaction properties (blue). Ala283 is emphasized
in volume representation. This is a successful example of prediction
with the area under the curve (AUC) value of 0.84 for binding
residue prediction with 63 predicted binding interface residues out
of 73 predicted to have permanent interaction.
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Conclusion
BindML and BindMLþ provide prediction of residues at protein
binding interface for a query protein structure entirely from evolutionary information embedded in the MSA of the protein. The
algorithms are based on a novel idea of constructing a phylogenetic
tree of mini-MSA of local surface regions of the query protein. The
performance of these two methods were rigorously benchmarked
and compared favorably with related existing methods [10, 11].
The methods can be applied for experimentally solved highresolution structures, computationally modeled structures, and
artificially designed proteins. Also, the methods will be useful in
designing protein-protein interactions at desired sites in the query
protein and controlling strength of interactions.
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